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Root Cause Analysis 
 
Event:  INB Banner Outage, April 19, 2010 
 
Summary:  On Monday April 19, 2010, at approximately 7:15 AM, users from Fairbanks and 
Anchorage reported to the NOC and OIT Support center that they were getting page unavailable 
when trying to reach banner.alaska.edu.  Fairbanks users were reporting other services 
unavailable as well.  DNS server logs showed that zone transfers were not occurring between the 
Start of Authority DNS server for the ad.alaska.edu zone and two secondary DNS servers.  The 
cause was determined to be an incorrect serial number.  To fix the problem, it was decided to 
make configuration changes to allow the two affected servers to receive zone updates from a 
Fairbanks DNS Server in the ad.alaska.edu zone.  This reconfiguration allowed the serial number 
to be reset and zone transfers to occur.  Coordinated decision was made by the three MAU’s to 
allow the updated configuration to remain in place. 
  
Detail:  On the morning of 19 April 2010, several reports were received by the OIT support 
center and UAA call center that various users at UAA/UAF were unable to access Banner INB 
servers after being redirected from banner.alaska.edu.  Various messages appeared to the end 
users such as:  Page could not be found; server not found; etc.  Banner was the major service that 
was disrupted but other services currently hosted in the unified domain were unavailable as well, 
specifically for Fairbanks users. 
 
OIT Network Operations (NO) initially received the trouble ticket and began to check various 
network connectivity aspects, no issues were found in their testing and their monitoring systems 
did not show issues.  During their testing one of the network technicians tried to access banner 
from a subnet on UAF campus and he got the page could not be found error.  He then tried to do 
a NSLookup on the server he was being redirected to without success.  NO then sent the ticket to 
Network Engineering (NE) and Windows Servers Administration (WSA) since it appeared to be 
either a DNS issue or combination of DNS/Server issues. 
 
WSA validated all banner servers and other servers in apps domain were up and functional, they 
could be reached from SW networks with no errors. 
 
OIT Support Center contacted UAA Call Center/UAS Call Center and validated that UAA was 
unable to access Banner; UAS was able to access Banner, in addition to SW. 
 
NE determined that two outward appearing secondary DNS servers, one located in Anchorage 
and one located in Fairbanks, no longer had zone information for ad.alaska.edu and all cached 
information had expired on these servers.  Those servers are the final name resolution point for 
UAA/UAF, if local DNS servers did not have the information.  It became apparent that this is 
why users at those locations could not access banner or other services. 
 



Since there was a widespread (large population) outage on banner, escalation procedures were in 
effect.  No issues could be determined during the immediate timeframe, other than the zone 
information was no longer available.  It was decided to make configuration changes to allow the 
two affected servers to receive zone updates from a Fairbanks DNS server for the ad.alaska.edu 
zone.  This had the effect of resetting the serial number, allowing zone updates to operate 
normally.  Users could then access Banner as well as the other affected services. 
 
Action Items and Future Prevention:  Analysts could not pin point the actual cause for the 
serial number change that resulted in the failure of DNS zone transfer information.  Various 
windows logs were reviewed but no definitive entries were noted with the exception that DNS 
logs on various servers did show an entry that the ad.alaska.edu DNS zone had been deleted 
from active directory and, since it is an integrated zone, it had been deleted from the DNS server.  
There was no indication in the logs identifying who removed it, why it was removed, or if fact it 
had actually been removed. 
 
Both UAA and UA have added additional monitoring of DNS servers and transactions of DNS 
servers in an effort to identify any issues before they cause outages.  Additionally, recommend 
limiting access to ad.alaska.edu root Domain Controllers, and DNS servers to the minimum 
number of personnel required to maintain the systems. 
 
There was an additional recommendation to add multiple AD DNS servers and to allow them to 
update the secondary servers.  However, research has found that, according to Microsoft 
Knowledge Base Article Kb 282826, we cannot have multiple master integrated AD DNS 
servers updating a 3d party (Bind) server.  Attempts to accomplish this could lead to issues 
where inconsistencies with serial numbers could develop, resulting in zone transfer issues.  As a 
result of the research this recommendation was removed from consideration. 


